Propagating wave fronts resulting from autocatalytic chemical reactions have been the focus of much recent research. For the most part, the hydrodynamics resulting from such reactions has been neglected. In this work, a relation is derived for the normal speed of a propagating wave front as a function of the local curvature when fluid motion is allowed. This "eikonal" equation is a generalization of one which was derived in the absence of fluid flow. It is also shown that small variations in the fluid density due to the chemical reaction do not change the form of the relation. PACS number(s): 03.40.Gc, 47.20.8p, 47.70.Fw 
such as the Belousov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) and iodatearsenous-acid reactions. An important class of these traveling fronts which has been of interest is the evolution of spiral waves. The propagation of waves in twodimensional excitable media has been studied by several researchers. In particular, Tyson and Keener [7 -9] derived a relation for the normal velocity of the wave front using singular perturbation theory. They applied this approach to the case of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. In analyzing this system, the effects of Quid motion were neglected. The result was an eikonal equation which explicitly shows the dependence of the normal velocity of the wave front on the curvature of the front [7 -9] .
Recent theoretical work on the iodate -arsenous-acid system [10 -12] has shown that convective motion of the Quid plays an important role in the propagation of the front in this system. This importance is due to a small density difference between the reacted and unreacted Auids. This difference leads to buoyancy-driven convection, which is believed to result in the experimental observation of curved propagation fronts in cylinders when the reaction is initiated at the bottom of a vertical tube [13, 14] . Also observed is an enhancement of the front velocity: the velocity is greater under conditions such that convection can take place. In attempting to model this behavior, it is necessary to study the inhuence of Quid motion on the system, since reaction-diffusion theory alone cannot account for these observed characteristics. Recent work has used a modified relation for the normal velocity of the front which includes the effect of the underlying fluid motion. It is the purpose of this work to derive this relation in a more formal manner in order to justify its use.
In deriving the modified eikonal relation we shall use the same model for the BZ reaction as that used by Keener and Tyson [7] 
w4 =0 As /~+ca, the solution of (4) If w is to remain bounded as g~+~, then (5c) implies that both components of the fluid velocity are independent of the normal coordinate g. Even though N and K depend on g in general, it has been shown that [8] N -eK =(N -eK)~&=p+O(e2) .
Similar arguments lead to the conclusion that =g/k~B+k3AD. The second equality for e is a result of using the parameters given in the work of Keener and Tyson [7] . The nondimensionalization is the same as that used above except p is replaced by p+.
Since Z «e, to first order in e we can neglect the terms in (17) which are on the order of e, resulting in w, +(w V)w= -Vp"+XV w -eGux,
where we have kept the last term on the right-hand side of' (18a) because of the largeness of 6 which causes eG not to be small (using the parameter values for this model we find 6 =2. 1 X 10 ). The equations involving the concentrations of the species are not changed when we consider a varying density, and so we have not restated them. If
we now transform the equations as was done above, we find that in the boundary layer, the variables satisfy 
